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Make Revtech. Model Chopper Shop Softail. It has a California title identifying it has a "Special
Construction" Motorcycle. It looks great, runs great with no problems found! It is priced to sell
and won't last long!! Terms of Sale Overview We reserve the right to end this listing at anytime
should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. The following terms of sale apply to all of our
listings. Buyer agrees to pay remaining balance due plus applicable fees and taxes within 7
days of the close of the auction. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of
the vehicle. Payment Methods: Cash In Person , bank transfer, or 3rd-party financing. We take a
credit card over the phone. All vehicles remain available for sale until full payment or agreed
upon deposit is received by Celebrity Cars Las Vegas When a deposit is received , the vehicle is
taken off the market and other buyers may be lost. All deposits are only refundable at the sellers
discretion. Please do not place a deposit on any vehicle unless you intend to purchase the car.
Deposits are generally only accepted if the seller deems it appropriate for the buyer to have
additional time to arrange for funds availability, financing, inspection etc. We do not accept
deposits to hold a car so the buyer can "think about it". This documentation fee also includes
profit to the dealership. This fee will not be discounted or waived under any circumstance.
Buyers are responsible for all state, county and local taxes and fees as well as any registration
and title fees applicable in and required by the state in which the buyer will register and title the
vehicle. Buyer is responsible for any expenses , tax and fees should they export the car outside
of the US. In the event of an out of state sale the buyer is responsible for consulting with their
state's DMV regarding the requirements for acquiring a temporary driving permit. Nevada law
only allows for us to provide a 15 day drive away permit for out of state residents who
physically pickup their vehicle. Vehicles shipped out of state will not be provided with a drive
away permit. The buyer is responsible for all shipping charges and are generally paid COD
when the car arrives directly to the transporter. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas assumes no
responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our premises. Celebrity Cars Las
Vegas cannot be held responsible for any delays in shipping as it is beyond our control. We will
do our best in estimating shipping dates and times to make the delivery as timely and smooth
as possible. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas in no way represents or implies as to any vehicles legal
ability to be exported outside of the US. Should you decide to come to our showroom for
delivery, we would be happy to help with your transportation arrangements and also arrange to
pick you up from the airport here in Las Vegas. Contact us for arrangements. The seller shall
not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and
makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account
of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are
for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value and to purchase based upon that judgment
solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects
associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no
responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Seller makes
no guarantee or warranty, expressed, written or implied of the vehicles ability to pass any state
emissions inspection. In the event a vehicle fails state emissions inspection, Celebrity Cars Las
Vegas. Remaining manufacturers warranty if applicable may apply. We will never describe a car
as "perfect" and buyer should have expectations of "typical" dings and or chips and scratches
that are consistent with the year and mileage on the vehicle. Buyers are provided with all
additional items that were provided to us with the vehicle. Buyers are to expect that NOT all
used vehicles will be provided with full sets of keys, books, CD magazines, Navigation Discs,
floor mats or the like, NOR will all cars be accompanied by detailed service records etc.
Celebrity Cars Las Vegas will not be held responsible to provide any additional items other than
represented as with the car unless detailed in writing by an authorized representative. We
welcome an independent inspection of the vehicle prior to purchase. All costs and
arrangements for such inspections are the responsibility of the buyer. All inspections are to be
performed on premises or to be arranged at an outside facility on the approval of Celebrity Cars
Las Vegas. Please call if you need recommendations of inspection services available in Las
Vegas. We will review any issues or concerns that develop as a result of an inspection and will
make repairs, adjustments, or concessions at our sole discretion. Neither the dealership nor
eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole
responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer, including the pricing for all
added accessories. All Rights Reserved. Make Custom Built Motorcycles. Model Softail. Selling
a custom Softail. Lots of chrome, not perfect, but nice. Beautiful package, gets tons of
comments. Will post additional pictures soon. Make Harley-Davidson. Description of the
Vehicle: Selling a beautiful Harley Davidson Heritage Softail Classic with a clean and clear title

and a " RevTech motor which was just installed October of last year. We have paperwork for the
motor and Custom Chrome will verify the motors size, build spec, and history if provided the
VIN number off the case. The bike has TONS of upgrades including forward controls, custom
ape hanger bars, fish tail exhaust, intake, leather studded accessories, floor boards, luggage
rack, sissy bar, and the list goes on. This is definitely a one of a kind and is very comfortable to
ride the way it is set up. This bike is very fast and runs excellent, needs nothing but a new
owner. Tires are in good shape as are the belt and brakes. The odometer shows miles currently
may change slightly due to test drives however the title shows so because the odometer does
not have a 6th digit for the thousand it has rolled over. The chassis has however the motor is
only one year old and has very little miles and hours on it. Almost everything on the bike has
been replaced or upgraded by the previous owner at this point so the mileage is kind of
irrelevant. This bike runs and drives much nicer than any low mileage stock original 93 softail
could ever hope to! This unit comes PA inspected for one year and has passed our rigorous in
house 95 point inspection. We have the vehicle listed locally and reserve the right to end the
auction early if someone purchases at the dealership before the auction is up. The purchaser
will have the opportunity to test drive the vehicle if they so desire before finalizing the sale to
verify everything works properly as it should. Comprehenisve Inspection Checklist:This is our
in house 95 point motorcycle inspection checklist which we created to guarantee every bike we
sell is as safe and troublefree for as many miles as possible for every customer. This is
probably one of the most comprehensive and in depth pre-owned checklists in the industry and
even exceeds most of the manufacturers pre-delivery and set up inspection checklists. To be
assured your new ride has in fact been checked over we mark every fastener and component
which we check the torque on with a very small dot of washable paint marker and will provide a
copy of the completed checklist for your vehicle at purchase. Please visit our website at The
only accepted forms of payment are cash in person and wire transfer. No personal checks, bank
checks, credit cards or paypal are accepted for the full payment of the total price of the vehicle.
If the purchaser is an out of state resident and has a valid, current, out of state license proving
that they will owe nothing but the vehicle sale price at the time of pickup or delivery. Storage:
We offer up to 2 weeks storage for free in our heated shop and will keep the vehicle on a battery
tender and out of harms way. All of the vehicles we sell are available for local pickup at the
dealership and we have a loading dock which is designed to handle all sized pick ups and small
u-haul style box trucks. We also have ramps available to use and to purchase at the shop.
About Us: We are a small family owned shop that is a PA state licensed and bonded used
motorcycle dealer. We specialize in Japanese and European sportbikes and we know the
models we sell inside and out. Being a smaller shop we are able to keep operating and overhead
costs lower than that of many of the larger dealerships and can pass that savings on to the
customer. We are also able to do business with our customers on a much more personal level
and we personally do our 95 point safety inspections on each bike that we sell. Most major
dealerships do not perform nearly as extensive of a safety inspection as we do on our bikes
because they simply can't afford to spend that much time looking over an individual unit. We do
this not only because we want to make sure every vehicle sold by us will provide many trouble
free miles but also because we have been in the business long enough to know that even with
regular maintenance things can loosen up over time and we want to make sure every bike we
sell is a safe as possible for the customer. On top of that all bikes that we sell are driven by us
for at least 25 miles as well as being PA state inspected by another shop. Check out our other
bikes currently available at Contact Info: Call or text any time: Website: It has a Rev Tech motor
in it, 6 speed transmission, new battery. I have ridden this bike over miles in last week. Bike is
beautiful. I am wanting to get a road bike to travel. Any questions message me. This is not a
Harley Davidson. Listed in this category for traffic. It is a custom built bike. Here is a new DNA
softail pro street chassis with new Revtech " evo motor in natural finish. It was in storage for a
few years before I got it, but was never put together and still retains the original MSO's for the
chassis and engine. The last picture is an example of what it could look like finished. It will
make a bad ass bike for somebody, but I don't have the time to put it together right now. It
includes many extra parts including stretched tank, seat, chrome oil tank, headlight, chrome
rear pulley, front fender, exhaust, etc. It has chrome shocks, chrome stretched front end with
mild rake, 21x2. I do not have the primaries, trans, or carb. I may be interested in selling the
motor and chassis separate if someone wants one or the other. I'm also looking for muscle cars
and classics. You can call me at if you have any questions. May also be able to deliver for a fee.
Selling this gorgeous chopper from my brother's estate. He was a Crew Chief on a helicopter
and a Purple Heart recipient. He died recently from complications of the liver transplant he
received over 20 years ago, from being poisoned at his place of employment. He had a passion
for nice cars, motorcycles and "toys". Runs and drives excellent. Purchased and was never

even broke in, odometer reads Beautiful paint with flames, excellent like new condition. Built by
Kasper Kreations in Sunriver, Oregon, this bike has always been stored indoors in the high
desert of central Oregon. They are signed off and ready to be titled. Powered by eBay Turbo
ListerThe free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active items. We are
pleased to offer this Custom Killer Chopper. It is in excellent pre-owned condition with only a
couple of minor cosmetic blemishes shown in photos. There are only miles. Features cubic inch
Revtech engineCustom candy orange paint with Alligator Skin paint design6 speed
transmission4 inch open Karata intimidatory primaryLedgens air suspensionchain drivecustom
sheet metalcustom stainless exhaustMcCooney carburetorTwin Tech ignitionCustom stamped
leather seat rear tire. Varry nice bike. It gets lots of looks. It has a tire on the back wich makes
the hard tail ride alot better i think. I run it a bit under presure for a softer ride. The '' revtech
starts and runs varry nice. FXST, 5 Speed transmission shifts like new. Could use a new
exhaust just for a cleaner look, it is discolored and has rubber melted to them from my boots. I
believe its a cc. Ironworks never painted two bikes the same and was custom made for the
owner who was a mechanic, and a big guy. Wanna go with synthetic oil? I can change it for free.
I have a clean and clear FL title and bill of sale. Model Chopper. Clean title in hand. Brand new
front tire. Beautiful custom paint and lots of chrome. Runs and rides like a dream with softail
suspension. Let me know Text and email work best or we can make arrangements for viewing or
phone call. Thanks for looking and will be happy to answer any questions you may have. Very
clean bike that just came in on a trade deal for a Generator, complete install included, 2 full size
snowmobiles and a kids mini snowmoobile. Bike comes with a clean New Hampshire title and
all paperwork shown in photos about the frame the motor etc. Trades wanted please call us! For
more info or current inventory with full size pictures please visit our web page. Any questions
please ask. Thank you for looking. They go into a container go overseas. If you are looking to
export we are looking to help. Mileage Unknown hours unknown This Item does not have a
Mileage gauge or hour meter. There is no way to dertime the hours or mileage other than the
condition of the bike. Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach, CA. Burnet, TX. Eaton, NH. Easton,
PA. Rock Springs, WY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Revtech. Year Make Harley-Davidson Model -. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Yeah, reading a compilation can grow your friends'
lists. This is one of the formulas for you to be successful. As known, execution doesn't object
that you have good things. Download or read FREE at full speed with limitless bandwidth with
only one click! Find much more book in category e-book series category and also more various
other e-book categories. After register, You get unlimited accessibility to our comprehensive
library of e-Books, Magazines and Comic books. New category and also others category Books,
Magazines and Comic books added each day! More individuals has download Revtech Coil
Wiring Diagram ebook. Very good testimonies have actually been given in the
revtech-coil-wiring-diagram e-book. This e-book is very helpful and certainly add to our
knowledge after reading it. I truly like to read this book category. If you love books Revtech Coil
Wiring Diagram, please share this link in your social networks. Review the very best
Testimonies from our people. Some people have given a good review to the book. Immediate
download free Revtech Coil Wiring Diagram book and get the collections of other popular
e-books. Enjoy your Revtech Coil Wiring Diagram e-books hassle free - no interruptions and
also no adverts Ever before. Thousands of titles and also counting. Find the run of the mill to
swell the vibes of computer graphics by reading this [Epub] Revtech Coil Wiring Diagram. This
is a kind of baby book that you dependence now. Besides, it can be your favorite tape to
admittance after having this book. Well, this is a scrap book that has interchange characteristic
behind others. You may not need to know who the author is, how renowned the show is. As
wise word, never decide the words from who speaks, but make the words as your good value to
your life. Imagine that you acquire such certain awesome experience and knowledge by on your
own reading a book. How can? It seems to be greater taking into account a photograph album
can be the best thing to discover. Books now will appear in printed and soft file collection. It is
suitably usual subsequent to the printed books. However, many people sometimes have no tune
to bring the folder for them; this is why they can't read the book wherever they want. Search
this site. A 03 Saturn L Fuse Diagram. C International L Wiring Diagram. CD Ford Engine
Diagram. DD C10 Wiring Diagram. D Ghia Wiring Schematic. D51B Chrysler Wiring Diagram. E
12v Battery Parallel Wiring Diagram. E48F Chevelle Fuse Box. F17A7B6 Honda Wiring. How to
download Revtech Coil Wiring Diagram e-book? Click the button link shown below Register for
free and also complete the Information Get ebook Revtech Coil Wiring Diagram After register,
You get unlimited accessibility to our comprehensive library of e-Books, Magazines and Comic
books. Download Here: Revtech Coil Wiring Diagram Well, someone can believe to be by

themselves what they want to accomplish and dependence to get but sometimes, that kind of
person will habit some [ZIP] Revtech Coil Wiring Diagram references. People afterward
admission minded will always attempt to goal for the supplementary things and opinion from
many sources. So, what kind of person are you? It won't take more child maintenance to print
this book. Nowadays, people have been suitably smart to use the technology. Why don't you
use your gadget or supplementary device to keep this downloaded soft file book? This
pretentiousness will allow you to always be accompanied by this book. Of course, it will be the
best pal if you entre this collection until finished. Looking for a powerful, dependable, beautiful
motor to inject some fresh muscle into your ride? Look no further than the RevTech from
Custom Chrome. Our engineers and technicians spent thousands of hours developing the
RevTech with three major goals, high performance, exceptional reliability, and head-turning
good looks. We began by designing new crankcases and then created a new manufacturing
process to ma
cooler wiring
yamaha g100
delphi wiring diagram
ke them! Next, we developed flywheels and connecting rods forged from the most advanced
steel available. When designing the RevTech , we paid special attention to making it the best
looking motor available. Check out the blind case bolts, flawlessly matched crankcase halves,
and smooth crankcase-to-cylinder-base profile. Who else sweats the details like this? This all
adds up to what we believe is the best engine available for your ride. What makes it all the more
sweet is that the price is right and we make it in three finishes to match your taste and your
budget. So yank that anemic Evolution motor out of your frame and replace it with some real
muscle, RevTech muscle. Close menu. Your cart. Close Cart. Replaces Evolution style engines.
Assembled with Pride in the U. Crankcases Cast from T6 aluminum with wall thickness
optimized for maximum strength. Advanced one-piece casting and machining techniques allow
for near perfect case half alignment Blind case bolts for cleaner appearance.

